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The proceedings of the conference will take place on 14st of November, 2019,
starting at 9:30, in 323 Auditorium, on the following research directions:
 Economic and financial analysis on the conditions of harmonization at
international practices;
 Challenges of accounting in the conditions of adaptation to international
practices;
 Management and business;
 International economic relations.
Languages of communication: Romanian, English and Russian.

PUBLISHING REQUIREMENTS:
1. formatting: up 2.0 cm, down 2.0 cm, left 2.0 cm, right 2.0 cm, Interval 1.0 cm. page numbering will not be
performed. For publishing will be accepted works with the volume between 4-6 pages.
2. title of the paper (Times New Roman 14pt, Bold, Alignment centre). A white line (one interval).
3. author(s) (Times New Roman 14pt, Bold, Alignment centre), followed by the scientific, didactic title and
institution (Italic). A white line (one interval).
4. summary (Times New Roman 10pt, Justify, Alignment left, Italic) Maximum of 200 words in the writing
language of the article and in English and shall contain: actuality, purpose, research methods, results.
5. keywords: one line away from the summary, with Times New Roman 10, Alignment left, Italic. Includes up
to 5 representative words in alphabetical order. A white line (one interval).
6. The content of the paper:
The text of the paper will be written with Times New Roman 12pt, Interval 1.0cm, Alignment Justify and
must contain 6-8 pages (in even number), and must be structured this way: introduction to the problem,
basic text, conclusions and ends with the bibliographic list. Quoting will only be done by quoting in square
brackets the number of order. Example: [1], [2] .... [n].
Equations, formulas and symbols will be written to the left of the page. They will be numbered
consecutively. The international Arabic numbering system will be used. A white line will be left before and
after each equation.
Photos, drawings and tables will be numbered consecutively and centred on the page. They will be
separated by text through a white line. No scanned tables are allowed.
The conclusions will reflect the opinions of the authors on the problems and presented results. Two white
lines.
7.

bibliography (Times New Roman, 12pt, Bold. Alignment left). Name, first letter of the surname, title,
publisher, city, year. They are presented in alphabetical order.

CONFERENCE FEES:
No participation fees are charged.
Accommodation and transport expenses will be borne by the participants.

IMPORTANT:
The authors bear full responsibility for the originality of the work, the accuracy of calculations,
experimental data and scientific interpretations, as well as for the correctness of the drafting in
Romanian, English and Russian. The authors of the papers, mandatory, will be guided by a scientific
advisor.
Articles in Romanian, Russian and English will be published in the volume of the Conference,
with ISBN code.
Sending the article in extenso is done at address: confusm@gmail.com - by 10 November
2019

